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General Information 

Name and address of applicant: ……………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………….. 

Telephone number: ……………………………………………………….. 

Fax number: ……………………………………………………….. 

Email address:

Email address:

……………………………………………………….. 

Telephone number: ……………………………………………………….. 

Fax number: ……………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………….. 

Exact location of the site. Detailed map of the area and plan of the farm 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Full details on surrounding areas and especially on similar farms in a 20 kilometre range   
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Are there fences surrounding the facility ? Material of fence ? Height ? Quality of fence ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Details on public access 
………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Cover Required: All Risks of Mortality  Yes / No 
Restricted Perils  Yes / No 

Underwritten by Econet Insurance Pvt Ltd

Insurance (PVT) Ltd
LIVESTOCK PROPOSAL FORM

Cover is against the Risks of Mortality specified in the schedule and subject to 
various conditions, limitations and exclusions. A copy of the Policy Summary (Key 
Facts) and/or Policy Wording showing the full extent of the cover can be obtained 
upon application to your broker. 

This form is intended to gather sufficient information to enable the best possible 
insurance terms to be obtained on your behalf. It is therefore in your best interests 
to answer all the questions as fully as possible and supply supporting 
documentation.    
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Animal Information 

1. Please list the animals to be insured. If necessary please attach on a separate sheet.  

Animal Type Race Sex Quality Origin Purchase Price & 
Date

Insured Value

1.    Price, date and age of purchase …………………………………………………………………………
       ……………………...……………………………………………............................................................
       ........................................................................................................................................................
2.    Provide details of Use – quantities : a) Reproduction: …………………………………………………

b) Meat production: ………………………………. c) Milk production: …………………………….....
d) Eggs …………………………………………...... e) Other: …………………………………………...

  

  

3.    Rearing method a) Stabling: ........................................... b) Open stabling: .................................... 
c) Paddock: ..................................................................... d) Pastoral : ........................................... 

       (if Pastoral then state precise how far from the farm)

4.    Breeding density: number of animals per unit of area : ...................................................................
       .......................................................................................................................................................... 

 5.    Feed and method of delivery ...........................................................................................................
       ..........................................................................................................................................................

6.    Description of buildings and implements (ventilation, heating,...) ...................................................
       ..........................................................................................................................................................
       ..........................................................................................................................................................

 

7.    For how long was this farm been operating? ..................................................................................  

8.    Experience and qualification of the staff and Number of people working on the farm. ..................
       ..........................................................................................................................................................
       ..........................................................................................................................................................
       ..........................................................................................................................................................

   

9.    Usual market for the products .........................................................................................................  

10. Have any of the females been used for breeding? If yes please provide full details including how
many times have they been bred, in what year, whether or not there were any complications

       with the pregnancy / birth and whether or not the offspring have been healthy? ..........................
       .........................................................................................................................................................
       .........................................................................................................................................................
       .........................................................................................................................................................
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11.  Natural mortality ? Birth mortality ? Average number of animals per throw? .....................................
       ..............................................................................................................................................................

12.  Are the animals on lease/loan? If yes please provide a copy of the loan agreement ......................... 

13.  Are there any loss payees to be noted? If yes, please advise the extent of their interest. ................. 

14.  How is the project / facility financed? .................................................................................................   

15. What is the current state of the local political environment? For transits please advise the state of
the political environment at both the origin and the destination. 

16. What is the name and address and phone number of the veterinarian used or to be used, and how
far is he/she situated from the facility?

Animals In Transit

17. What is the origin, destination and planned route of the transit?
        .............................................................................................................................................................  

18.  Will the transit be direct, and will there be any stop-overs / resting points? ......................................
       ..............................................................................................................................................................

  
 

 19. Will there be a quarantine period before and / or after the transit? If yes please give details of
       where this will be and for how long .....................................................................................................
       .............................................................................................................................................................. 

20.  How long will the animals have been in captivity prior to the transit? ................................................
       ..............................................................................................................................................................

 
 

21. What have the animals been eating whilst in captivity? Where are these sourced from, and are they
       eating well prior to the transit? ............................................................................................................
       ..............................................................................................................................................................

22. Have the animals been weighed in order to monitor any weight change throughout the transit and
to help determine whether the animals are fit for travel? If so, what is their current weight, and has

       this been constant? .............................................................................................................................
       ..............................................................................................................................................................

 

 

23.  How many handlers will accompany the animals, and what is their experience? ..............................
       ..............................................................................................................................................................
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IMPORTANT:

If cover is required for whilst the animals are in transit only please complete questions 17 to 24 
and 44 If cover is required for the animals whilst in-situ only then please complete questions 25 
to 44. If cover is required for a transit plus time in-situ then please complete all questions.
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24.  What mode of transport is to be used, i.e. Boat/Rail/Truck/Trailer etc? ...........................................
     ............................................................................................................................................................. 

 
 
Animals In-Situ 
 
25.  What is the location/address of the facility that the animals are kept, and the year in which it was 
       established? If multiple sites please provide details for all. ...............................................................
       ............................................................................................................................................................

 

 

 

26.  Is this location manned 24 hours a day? ............................................................................................
       .............................................................................................................................................................

 
27.  Describe the facilities available to the animals, i.e. dimensions and number of paddocks etc. .........
       .............................................................................................................................................................

28.  Are there any other animals kept on the premises? (If yes please advise what type of animal).
       ............................................................................................................................................................

 
29.  Natural mortality ? Birth mortality ? Average number of animals per throw ? ...................................
       ............................................................................................................................................................. 

 
30.  What if any back up systems does the farm have for emergencies? .................................................
       .............................................................................................................................................................
 

 31.  Method of identification of the animals ..............................................................................................
       .............................................................................................................................................................

 
 

32.  Veterinary examination of animals; name of veterinary surgeon. Prophylactics: Veterinary 
       certificate of animals’ good health, Vaccination programs?  .............................................................
       .............................................................................................................................................................

 

 
 

33.  What is the experience of the management / owners with the livestock? .........................................
       ............................................................................................................................................................. 

 
34.  How many staff does the facility employ to look after the livestock, and what is their experience? 
        ............................................................................................................................................................

 
 

 
35.  Describe the diet of the animals, including any supplements. ...........................................................
       .............................................................................................................................................................

 
 

 
36.  Have these animals or other animals on the property suffered from any illnesses, injuries or 
       disease on the property in the last 12 months? If yes, please give details. .......................................
       .............................................................................................................................................................

 
 

 
 
37.  Are these animals currently in sound health? If no please give further details. .................................
       ............................................................................................................................................................. 

 
38.  Have there been any contagious or infectious diseases in the past twelve months? If yes, please 
       provide further details.   ......................................................................................................................
       .............................................................................................................................................................

 
 

 
39.  To your knowledge are there any contagious or infectious diseases on the premises now? If yes, 
       please provide further details. ............................................................................................................
       ............................................................................................................................................................. 
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40.  Are the animals now insured or have they been insured previously by you or your agent? If yes, 
       please give details including the names of Insurers. ........................................................................
       ...........................................................................................................................................................

                                   
 

41.  Has any Insurer ever declined or refused to renew your Insurance? If yes, please give details. .....
       ...........................................................................................................................................................

 
42.  Have you other like animals which are not proposed for Insurance? If yes, please give details of 
       why such animals are not proposed. ................................................................................................
       ...........................................................................................................................................................

 
 

 
43.  Have there been any claims/losses and/or breakdowns at the facility last 5 years? If yes please 
       provide full details such as the date of the loss, the value and the cause. ......................................
       ...........................................................................................................................................................
       ...........................................................................................................................................................

 

 
 44.  Are there any other circumstances within your knowledge or opinion not already disclosed, 

       affecting or likely to affect the proposed insurance? If so please give full details ...........................
       ...........................................................................................................................................................
       ........................................................................................................................................................... 
 

DECLARATION
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The above named animals are owned by me and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the 
information provided in connection with this proposal, whether in my hand or not, is true and I have 
not withheld any material facts. I understand that non-disclosure or misrepresentation of a material 
fact will entitle Underwriters to void the insurance.(N.B. A material fact is one likely to influence 
acceptance or assessment of this proposal by Underwriters; if you are in any doubt as to what 
constitutes a material fact you should consult your Broker.) I understand that the signing of this 
proposal does not bind me to complete the insurance but agree that, should a contract of insurance 
be concluded, this proposal and the statements made therein shall form the basis of the contract.
I declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief all of the above statements made by me are true. 
I hereby consent to any information you may have about me being processed by you for the purposes 
of providing insurance, and claims handling, which may necessitate providing such information to 
third parties. I also confirm there are no other circumstances within my knowledge or opinion that are 
not already disclosed that are likely to affect the proposed insurance.

Signature of Owner ..................................................................................................
 
Date ..........................................................................................................................
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